Synod drafts evoke spirited discussion
By Bishop Matthew H. Clark
In my column last week, I mentioned to
you that our Diocesan Pastoral Council had
agreed to review the first drafts of the working papers prepared by three of our six synodal committees: the papers on parish life
and family life, and the paper dealing with
violence, addiction, burdensome pregnancy
and terminal illness.
The council assembled at Sacred Heart
Cathedral on Saturday, March 28, to perform that work. I want to tell you that it was
a most encouraguig experience to share the
day with them. I found it encouraging for
many reasons, among them:
• No "yawners" can be found among
the themes you selected for our prayer and
reflection during mis synodal process. Our
reviewers clearly found them to be relevant
to their lives and to our community's life.
• The papers were excellent discussion
starters. The conversations they generated
were substantive and spirited. Indeed, they
were so substantive that Father Joe Hart
needed to remind the group frequently that
their job was to comment on the papers'
clarity of thought and readability/ and
whether the papers would do the job of stimulating parish discussions.
• The level of engagement among the
participants was strong. To this observer, at
least, it appeared that the papers generated
some excellent sharing of experience, questions and vision among those who so kindly
served us that day.

LONG THE WAY
• The quality of work done by our writing committees.
The DPC liked some papers better than
others and had suggestions for the improvement of all. They were much impressed, however, by the work they were asked
to review.
I thank our writing committees and DPC
members for doing so much to advance this
extraordinary process. The good things that
happened Saturday through their hard work
deepened my hope that all our parish communities will enjoy similarly rewarding experiences throughout the synod.
I also want to mention St. Theodore's Parish in Gates, with which I shared Sunday
worship this past weekend. My thanks extend to Father Jerry Dunn, pastor, and the
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entire community, not just for their customary hospitality, but for the many ways
they brought alive to me the Gospel story of
the loving father and the prodigal son.
That story has always spoken to me very
deeply about forgiveness, encouragement,
compassion, affirmation and graciousness.
And the people of St. Theodore's gave me so
many examples of those virtues over the
weekend.
I think of the obvious affection that exists
between Father Dunn and the community
— an affection made even more obvious by
Jerry's impending retirement. I remember
the exquisite and tender care a family has
given to a beautiful little girl who was seriously injured in an automobile accident.
I also recall the care to participate in
Operation Breadbox; the enthusiasm to welcome Father Dan Holland as pastor when he
comes to St Theodore's in June; the trust
placed in me by a young woman who
shared a difficulty she is experiencing in
school; the simplicity of an elderly man who
told me how afraid he is to face the harsh
disease afflicting him.
For all of these good gifts and many others, I thank the people of St. Theodore's. In a
special way I thank them for reminding me
of the rich, encouraging life being enjoyed in
our parish communities.
Surely we all have room for growth. But
even as we work toward that, we ought to
stop occasionally and take pleasure in the
good things God is doing for us each day.
Peace to all.
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